Conversion from one system of belief to another

Class comprehensive works in 248.24

*For conversion of Christians to another religion, see the religion, e.g., conversion of Christians to Judaism 296.714*

.241 Conversion from within Christianity to specific denominations and sects

Class here comprehensive works on conversion to specific denominations and sects

Add to base number 248.241 the numbers following 28 in 281–289, e.g., conversion to Seventh-Day Adventist Church 248.2416732; then, for conversion from another specific denomination or sect, add 0* and to the result add the numbers following 28 in 281–289, e.g., conversion from Roman Catholicism to Seventh-Day Adventist Church 248.241673202; however, for conversion from within Christianity to Roman Catholicism, see 248.242

*For conversion from non-Christianity to Christianity, see 248.246*

See also 248.244 for conversion from Roman Catholicism to unspecified Protestant denominations and sects

.242 Conversion from within Christianity to Roman Catholicism

Class here conversion from Protestantism to Roman Catholicism, comprehensive works on conversion to Roman Catholicism

Add to base number 248.242 the numbers following 28 in 281–289, e.g., conversion to Roman Catholic Church from Mennonite churches 248.24297

*For conversion from non-Christianity to Roman Catholicism, see 248.246*

.244 Conversion from Roman Catholicism to Protestantism

*For conversion from Roman Catholicism to specific Protestant denominations and sects, see 248.241*

.246 Conversion from non-Christianity to Christianity

Add to base number 248.246 the numbers following 29 in 292–299 for conversion from a specific religion, e.g., conversion from Judaism 248.2466; then, for conversion to a specific Christian denomination or sect, add 0* and to the result add the numbers following 28 in 281–289, e.g., conversion from Judaism to Roman Catholic Church 248.246602

Class comprehensive works on conversion to specific denominations and sects in 248.241

*Add 00 for standard subdivisions; see instructions at beginning of Table 1*